VALERIE SEBESTYEN ENERGY SERVICES
VSEBESTYEN@YAHOO.COM
WWW.VALERIEFROMVEGA.COM
WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/C/VALERIEFROMVEGA

Disclosure Statement: Valerie Sebestyen does not predict the future and clients should not rely on a reading to make any decision
that would affect your legal, financial, or medical condition. If your inquiry involves the law, finance, or medicine, then you should
seek the advice of a licensed or qualified legal, financial, or medical professional. Readings and energy healings are for expanding
your outside perspective with the first and foremost purpose to Do No Harm. Readings and energy healings cannot replace qualified
mental health care, nor claim to. A energy healing and reading may only facilitate how you cope spiritually with a given situation
and provide external support and perspective. In the state of Oklahoma Valerie is required to disclose to you that readings are
strictly for entertainment purposes only, which you are hereby on notice thereof and agree to by being sent this contract. Valerie is
bound by a self-imposed code of ethics, which is provided in the information further below.

LIST OF READING SERVICES
5 min. recorded video reading on 1 person, 1 question, Or 1 area of life. A mix of
intuitive downloads, tarot, runes, oracle, and other tools.

$44.00

8-10 min. recorded video reading on up to 1-2 people, 1-2 questions, or 1-2 areas
of life (or any combination of the above) A mix of intuitive downloads, tarot,
runes, oracle, and other tools. Similar to the above reading, with more in depth
analysis of a situation.

$77.00

10-16 min. recorded video reading on up to 1-2 people, 1-2 questions, or 1-2 areas
of life (or any combination of the above) A mix of intuitive downloads, tarot,
runes, oracle, and other tools. Similar to the above reading, with more in depth
analysis of a situation.

$88.00

15-20 min. recorded video reading on up to 1-3 people, 1-3 questions, or 1-3 areas
of life (or any combination of the above) A mix of intuitive downloads, tarot,
runes, oracle, and other tools.
Similar to the above reading, with more in depth analysis of a situation.

$111.00

$77.00
Shamanic Drum Journey and Crystal Healing + Valerie’s Intuitive Guidance
for 30
Shamanic Drum Journeys are a way for the healer or the consumer to “ride the drumminutes
horse” as a vehicle to journey the mind into a Theta state. Once in a theta state the
healer or the consumer may experience guidance thru visualizations and clairaudience
$123.45
(capability of receiving an intuitive vocal message from the world of spirits or a higher
for 60
being). Sound has been used for centuries in cultures all over the world to bring greater
minute
spiritual healing and alignment to humanity. Drum journeys may also be utilized to
session
connect a consumer to their Spirit animal, Power animal, have a Soul retrieval, or
followed
by
connect and find peace with a loved one who has transitioned. Drumming may restore
vitality, peace of mind, spiritual clarity, and alignment with ones higher purpose for the crystal bath,
greater good. Shamanism is not affiliated with any one religion and is an open spiritual and intuitive
guidance
practice that does not interfere with any religion.
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Reiki Crystal Healing and Energy Body Recalibration
Reiki is a form of alternative medicine known as energy healing. Reiki uses symbols,
palm healing, light touch (may also be hands free/touch free for distant healings or
healings where the consumer does not desire there to be any contact), and crystals to
evoke a universal energy field to encourage emotional, physical, and spiritual healing
within a consumer. Reiki may be used to clear blocks and regain a flow of harmonious
energy in consumers. Reiki may enable relaxation, reduce pain, speed up healing, and
reduce other symptoms of illness or disturbance in the body, mind, and spirit. Reiki is
not affiliated with any one religion and is an open spiritual practice that does not
interfere with any religion.
Gene Keys Reading + Valerie’s Own Intuitive Guidance
The Gene Keys is a system carefully and meticulously crafted over centuries of
knowledge of astrology and esoteric arts combined to the specificity of your birth time,
and birth location by Richard Rudd. The Gene Keys provides the consumer with their
“Hologentic Profile,” providing insight where a consumer may be living in their
“Shadow”or “Gift” of each key, and inspiration on how to improve their quality of life
and experience of life, to ascend to the “Siddhi” or the divine essence of each Key. The
Gene Keys provide information to achieve solutions in ones life by sharing what your
gifts are, the shadows that prevent those gifts from unleashing, and the full potential
(siddhi) of a fully actualized Gift. In short, the Gene Keys teaches one the “Art of
Living Well.”

$77 for 30
minutes
$111.00 for
60 minutes

$111.00 for
chart, small
explanation
of each key.
$222.00 for
in-depth
analysis of 1
key +
intuitive
guidance

Events, Festivals and Spirit Fairs
I am available for reading at corporate events or parties. If the event is for children and the parents of the
children attending the party consent to a tarot reader, I will only use children-friendly tarot or oracle
decks. We can arrange in advance whether you would like me to give 5 minute readings, 10 minute
readings, 15 minute readings, or 20 minute readings per person.
$100.00 per 1 hour, $175 per 2 hours, $250 for 3 hours, $333 for 4 hours, $411 for 5 hours,
$500 for 6 hours

Terms of Service
Payment Terms. For all readings under $100.00, the full fee is due at the time your request is
made, prior to the reading. Payment must be received by Valerie Sebestyen before the
commencement of your reading. For readings over $100.00, a 20% deposit is due at the time the
reading is scheduled to reserve your appointment. Due to the time and labor required for the
longer readings, you must reserve the appointment well in advance with a deposit. Within 24
hours prior to the scheduled appointment or right before your reading begins, full payment must
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be tendered to Valerie Sebestyen. Due to the difficulty with debt collection, all payments for
reading requests must be tendered in advance.
Payment Methods. For online readings, Valerie Sebestyen accepts payment transfers through
the third party platform(s) Venmo, ChasePay, or PayPal, so please be familiar with the privacy
policy and terms of use for these third party platforms. Valerie Sebestyen is not liable for any
mishandling by these third party platforms. For in-person readings, cash, PayPal or Venmo are
accepted. Valerie Sebestyen does not accept checks or money orders. If your credit card is
declined or payment is not properly transferred due to deficiencies on your end, then Valerie
Sebestyen will be entitled to the balance owed plus a 25% interest as additional charge for the
deficiency.
Refund Policy. Healings and readings by Valerie Sebestyen constitute a professional service and
due to the nature of the service, time, energy and labor involved, all readings are non-refundable.
However, if no reading was performed within 30 days of payment or your tarot professional has
cancelled the reading prior to its commencement, then of course, your fee will be refunded to
you in full. Valerie Sebestyen exercises great reasonable care and diligence in performing each
and every tarot reading. If you are dissatisfied with your reading, please contact your tarot
professional to see if an agreeable settlement may be worked out.
Statement of Tarot Ethics. A statement of ethics is provided at https://www.tarottotes.com/
asset/coe.pdf, which covers the ethical policy of Valerie Sebestyen, hereby integrated and
incorporated into this Terms of Service.
Scope of Ministry Services. The healing and reading services provided are part of the ministry
of Valerie Sebestyen who is a member of clergy accredited to or ordained by Universal Life
Church and filed as a member of clergy and ministry legally in the state of Oklahoma.
Disclosure of Limitations. An energy healing or reading should never be used in place of
professional services. Your reading cannot offer legal, medical, business, or financial advice nor
does any portion of your reading from Valerie Sebestyen purport to do so. You should not rely on
a reading to make any decision that would affect your legal, financial, or medical condition. If
your inquiry involves the law, finance, or medicine, then you should seek the advice of a licensed
or qualified legal, financial, or medical professional. A reading cannot replace qualified mental
health care. A reading can only facilitate how you cope spiritually with a given situation and
provide perspective and insight with the first and foremost purpose to Do No Harm.
Video Reading Recordings. Valerie Sebestyen may, at your option, provide video conference
tarot readings through third party platforms or hosts, such as Skype, FaceTime or Zoom. These
video readings may from time to time be recorded. If a video reading is recorded, you will be put
on notice in advance of the recording. You are entitled to a copy of the video recording, though
charges may apply. Before consenting to a video reading, please go over any questions or
concerns you may have with Valerie Sebestyen. By commencing a video reading, you are
consenting to the terms herein. Likewise, please be advised that you are not permitted to record
video readings without express, written permission from Valerie Sebestyen. If you would like to
record your video tarot reading, please ask before doing so.
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Confidentiality of Tarot Readings. Valerie Sebestyen exercises reasonable diligence in
maintaining the confidentiality of your tarot reading and will not voluntarily, knowingly,
intentionally, or willfully disclose your identity to third parties. However, if Valerie Sebestyen
genuinely believes disclosure is required to: (1) prevent imminent harm or risk of harm to
yourself or to another, (2) meet any applicable law, regulation, legal process, or governmental
request, or (3) protect or defend Valerie Sebestyen against claims or threats of claims, then
Valerie Sebestyen reserves the right to do so to the extent reasonably necessary. Please keep in
mind that no legally recognized privilege exists between a tarot professional and client the way a
privilege might exist between an attorney and client, doctor and patient, husband and wife, or
priest and penitent.
Fortune Telling Laws. Pursuant to applicable laws of certain jurisdictions, a person can be
guilty of fortune telling when, for a fee or compensation, that person claims or pretends to tell
fortunes, or holds him or herself out as being able, by claimed or pretended use of occult powers,
to answer questions or give advice on personal matters or to exorcise, influence, or affect evil
spirits or curses, unless otherwise done so explicitly for entertainment purposes only. Any and all
readings provided by Valerie Sebestyen neither claims nor pretends to tell fortunes and neither
claims nor pretends to use occult powers in ways that would run against such laws. In the state of
Oklahoma Valerie is required to disclose to you that readings are strictly for entertainment
purposes only, and you as an entertainment client are hereby on notice thereof.
BY CONTACTING VALERIE SEBESTYEN FOR A HEALING OR READING, YOU
ARE IN EFFECT ACKNOWLEDGING AND AGREEING TO THE FOREGOING
TERMS OF SERVICE THAT HER SERVICES ARE STRICTLY FOR
ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES ONLY.
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